Introduction
One should not give or get the impression that traditional African poetry is dead or no longer practiced with the coming of literacy and the emergence of modern written African literature. Of course, there are social, economic, modern, and other reasons that started to undermine udje from colonial times. With modern economic activities and the need for money to take care of families, there has been little leisure time left for the pursuit of the udje tradition. In addition, with the coming of the British colonialists, composing exaggerated and scandalous songs against members of the society had become increasingly unacceptable with many Urhobo going to court to settle cases that used to be taken as part of entertainment. One might feel that the condition of traditional African literature in contemporary times has been exacerbated by the forces of globalization which threaten its very existence. The new literature that arose from literacy did not stop the composition and performance of traditional literature.
However, in many parts of Africa, traditional and modern, also described as oral and written, African literatures thrive together in the same community and in many cases the modern feeds on aspects of the traditional as demonstrated in modern writers borrowing from the oral tradition. While the udje tradition of oral poetry and performance has no doubt declined and is only performed on special occasions such as traditional festivals, the death of great singers and important personalities in the community, sociocultural parties and installation of chiefs and kings, or the visit of foreign dignitaries, the oral poetic performance survives through new forms and strategies. Newer oral poets have over the years gone to studios first to record on vinyl/gramophones, then on cassettes, and now on DVDs, much of the performance tends to be of older songs. As a mark of change and continuity, contemporary African poets are adapting their rhythms and poetic strategies to the oral poetic performance style to elicit good delivery.
In this chapter, I use the udje oral poetic tradition of Nigeria's Urhobo people as an example of an African oral poetic performance that survives and still needs to be studied as it manifests today with the technological tools available to enhance its delivery. This study is very necessary as contemporary African writers continue to incorporate aspects of the oral tradition in their respective poetry, fiction, or drama. Space will be given in the following chapter to demonstrate the writer's poetry's indebtedness to the udje poetry and performance tradition. Most significant is that in a discussion of contemporary African literature, the oral literature, especially in its performance considerations, is integral to it. And, of course, it engages in politics at the local level in the politics of the songs and their performance. On a broader level, udje songs and their performance have entered the discourse of globalization in response to forces threatening its survival since the highly poetic nature of the songs ought to recommend the tradition more to critics than the attention it now receives.
UDJE Oral Poetry and Performance
Udje is an integrative performance that involves singing and dancing by specially costumed performers. It is not only among the most prominent and poetic genres, with a continuing vitality in the areas of expression, but it also illustrates the formal characteristics and the social and cultural functions of oral poetry in Nigeria. As described earlier, udje involves satire and takes the form of highly articulated song sequences performed in a dramatic context. It is a unique type of Urhobo dance in which, on an appointed day, rival groups, representing quarters and even whole towns, perform songs composed from often exaggerated materials about the other. The dance songs strongly attack what the traditional society regards as vices: laziness, vanity, wretchedness, miserliness, flirtation, adultery, prostitution, wickedness, and greed, among others.
